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Scoring tournamentsScoring tournaments

round robin: everybody meets everybody else round robin: everybody meets everybody else 
onceonce
scoring table determines the tournament winnerscoring table determines the tournament winner

players are rewards with scoring pointsplayers are rewards with scoring points
winner and tiewinner and tie

matches are independent from one anothermatches are independent from one another

Reduction to a graphReduction to a graph

nn playersplayers
clique clique KKnn
players as vertices, matches as edgesplayers as vertices, matches as edges
how to organize the rounds?how to organize the rounds?

a player has at most one match in a rounda player has at most one match in a round
a round has as many matches as possiblea round has as many matches as possible

KK55

Reduction to a graph (cont’d)Reduction to a graph (cont’d)

if if nn is odd, partition the edges of the clique tois odd, partition the edges of the clique to
((nn − 1) / 2 disjoint sets− 1) / 2 disjoint sets

in each turn, one player is restingin each turn, one player is resting
player player ppii rests in the round rests in the round ii

if if nn is even, reduce the problemis even, reduce the problem
player player ppnn − 1− 1 is taken out from the cliqueis taken out from the clique
solve the pairings for solve the pairings for nn − 1 players as above− 1 players as above
for each round, pair the resting player for each round, pair the resting player ppii with with 
player player ppnn − 1− 1

Round robin with seven playersRound robin with seven players

551 1 –– 220 0 –– 336 6 –– 4455

662 2 –– 331 1 –– 440 0 –– 5566

440 0 –– 116 6 –– 225 5 –– 3344

336 6 –– 005 5 –– 114 4 –– 2233

225 5 –– 664 4 –– 003 3 –– 1122

114 4 –– 553 3 –– 662 2 –– 0011

003 3 –– 442 2 –– 551 1 –– 6600

restingrestingmatchesmatchesroundround

Normalized round robinNormalized round robin

who is the resting player in a given round?who is the resting player in a given round?
→ answered→ answered
given two players, in which round they will face given two players, in which round they will face 
one another?one another?
→ no simple rule?→ no simple rule?
change the selection of the resting player change the selection of the resting player 

resting player: resting player: rr ·  ·  ⎣⎣((nn + 1) / 2+ 1) / 2⎦⎦ mod mod nn
if if nn is odd, is odd, ppii and and ppjj will face in the round will face in the round 
ii + + jj mod (number of rounds)mod (number of rounds)

RealReal--world tournament examplesworld tournament examples

boxingboxing
reigning champion and challengersreigning champion and challengers

sport wrestlingsport wrestling
double elimination: consolation bracketdouble elimination: consolation bracket

professional wrestlingprofessional wrestling
royal rumbleroyal rumble

World CupWorld Cup
ice hockey championshipice hockey championship
snookersnooker
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Practical considerationsPractical considerations

home matcheshome matches
venue bookingsvenue bookings
travelling timestravelling times
risk managementrisk management
other costsother costs


